Update

• Order 1000 compliance filing (ER13-90-004) DC facilities issue
  – TOA-AC vote 7/6/14
  – Filed 7/14/14, No protests or comments
  – Awaiting FERC action

• Order 1000 compliance filing (ER13-198-004) Role of ISAC, Posting immediate need projects, TO Local Planning process, state and local laws, Designated Entity agreement
  – Filed 7/14/14, Protest and PJM answer
  – Designated Entity and Interconnection Agreement accepted with minor compliance filing items, compliance filing 10/14/14, FERC approved 11/18/14
  – Awaiting FERC action on the remainder of items
Update

• RTEP Multi-Driver cost allocation
  – Stakeholder process and comments incorporated: April-July
  – TOA-AC vote 7/10/14, Pre-filing conference at FERC 8/6/14
  – Filed 9/12/14, Comments from OPSI, PUC Ohio, LS Power
  – FERC Deficiency letter issued 11/07/14, due 12/08/14
  – PJM and TO filing on 11/26/14 for extension of time to 12/23/14

• RTEP cost allocation (ER1485 & 972) ConEd, Linden VFT
  – TOA-AC vote 7/6/14, Abeyance motion 8/20/14
  – Educational session for TOs 9/1/14 and 9/30/14
  – TO and PJM working sessions 10/6/14 and 10/16/14
  – Settlement conferences 10/29, 11/17
  – ConEd 206 Complaint (EL15-18-000)11/07/2014
  – Filing for extension of time 11/21/14 to 01/15/2015
Update

• Opinion 494 remand to the FERC
  – En banc rehearing requested and denied 9/5/14
  – Back to FERC on 9/15/14
  – Discussion with IL Commerce Commission and OPSI

• Baseline projects that offset supplemental projects
  – Initial review at 9/15/14 meeting
  – Subgroup to structure for a 205 WG vote
  – Change will require Schedule 12 205 filing

• PJM Schedule 12 cost allocation process timing issues
  – Likely change to the timing of cost allocation filings
  – Requires TOA-AC change to Schedule 12